Color in Control

Movacolor produces color-metering equipment for the
plastics industries. This is our specialty business.
We strive to provide color metering and dosing equipment
that is literally best of class. Products that meet and exceed
the production manager’s technological demands in terms
of regularity, reliability and precision … as much as they
meet and exceed the CEO’s business targets in terms of
return on investment. The operative word: control.

Movacolor equipment provides accurate control.

On the beauty of control …
“I just love it when things go
right. When you know that you
are in control of the process.

Accurate color control in high-production injection molding

When the products come out

and extrusion is difﬁcult. Every engineer in the business will

the way you intended them to

tell you this. Reasons are manifold. Type, size and shape

be. When you know that this

of the colorant material used, friction between particles,

is how you planned everything

environmental conditions, the density of the additive –

in advance. It gives great

they all inﬂuence color accuracy. And so does the equipment

satisfaction.”

that is used. This is where Movacolor comes in.

As one of the few truly specialist developers and producers

In control of business goals

Movacolor develops and produces proprietary high-tech

of color metering equipment, Movacolor provides solutions

products. We love technology, let’s be very honest about

that ensure maximum control of technology. Why is this

this. We came from a lineage of inventors. But we also

so important? Consistent end product color is essential to

know the manufacturing world. And we know what the real

every producer. Due to their high accuracy and reliability,

bottom line in this world is: high speed, low cost production.

virtually all countries across the globe.

Movacolor metering and dosing equipment eliminates the

So we have taken dosing and metering technology to the

addition of expensive ‘let’s-be-on-the-safe-side’ colorants

point where it serves down-to-earth business goals.

to the production process to ensure consistent end results

Your business goals. We produce metering equipment

– still an all too common practice. On the basis of this

that allows you to save substantially on expensive colorants

fact alone, Movacolor solutions already provide quick return

by reducing – or even cutting – waste, downtime, labor,

on investment.

and maintenance.

Movacolor metering devices are sold in

In control of technology

The modular system
Movacolor has designed its equipment on the basis of
modular components – with all beneﬁts of modular systems:
fast delivery, fast service and maintenance, fast parts
replacement, interchangeability, and low cost of ownership.

Time is an essential element of every manufacturing process.
So control of time has been included in the concept.
The Movacolor systems are extremely user friendly. It is
simple to operate, does not need complicated programming,
and it includes an intelligent recipe and data storage system.
Installation is just as easy. Mounting, removal, color change,

In control of time

cleaning, service, maintenance, complete unit change
(with hopper!) – everything has been designed with ease
and speed in mind.

Plus, Movacolor has managed to design a system that is
MC-Twin Closed loop- system
both versatile and universal. Not only does it offer a wide
for Regrind / Masterbatch.
capacity range, it can also handle most commonly used
dry materials including grains, normal and micro granules,
On the need for control …
pellets, color master batches, ﬁlling and blowing agents,

MC-Balance, single component

anti-static materials, color concentrates, regrind and recycled

gravimetric additive feeder for

materials, free-ﬂowing powders, etc. With an assortment of

injection molding and extrusion.

“Our shareholders want return
on investment. The CEO wants
the lowest possible unit price
standard and optional parts, the system can be used on
without any compromise to

MC-30 auto-calibrate, single component
both the smallest and the largest machines in your

product quality. The production

volumetric additive feeder for injection
plant. Over the years the Movacolor system has gained a

manager wants accuracy, speed,

molding and extrusion.
reputation worldwide for low maintenance, long life and

efﬁciency and more efﬁciency.
superior quality.
We just need the best possible
equipment.”

The working principle of the
Movacolor Dosing Cylinder®
The Dosing Cylinder® is driven by
a stepper motor for consistent
speed. Its unique design
ensures that the colorant is
The stepper motor
metered evenly and extremely
- The Movacolor stepper motor allows for highly accurate
accurately, and without any
adjustments – even at extremely low speeds and with
pulsation through the cylinder
inconsistent ambient temperatures, i.e. it guarantees
and into the plastic, thus
consistent output quality.
offering maximum control of the
- The stepper motor cannot be damaged by overload or
process and the end product.
stalling, i.e. less downtime and lower service costs.

What determines
Control in Color

- Unlike the commonly used DC motors, the Movacolor
stepper motor has no brushes or other consumables that
wear and need to be replaced, making it very reliable and
durable, i.e. lower life cycle costs and less downtime.

Let’s talk a bit of technology here. Why is Movacolor metering

The Dosing Cylinder

a superior concept? Basically, it is the combination of our

- The Dosing Cylinder® design prevents coloring materials

®

The electronics
proprietary invention, the Dosing Cylinder , the use of a
®

to become lodged between mechanical parts, i.e. less
- All electronics are high-quality and digital, i.e. all

stepper motor, and the uniquely designed electronic controls.

downtime and efﬁcient use of expensive coloring agents.
operations can be reproduced and checked.
- The Dosing Cylinder® actively prevents pulsating, i.e. it
In other words: everything under control.
guarantees consistent output quality.
- The Dosing Cylinder® reduces colorant and additive usage due to
its superior metering characteristics, i.e. direct cost reduction.

On the art of control …
The Dosing Cylinder® also requires lower torques for metering
“The simplest solutions are often
larger quantities of materials, and you can have output capacity
the best. Sometimes you come
ranges from 5 gr/h to 25 kg/h with only one Dosing Cylinder®.
across a solution that seems so
obvious and is so good, that you
almost think: ‘Why didn’t anyone
come up with this before?’”

Essential business facts
Let’s talk facts. Movacolor is a specialist company that offers
a unique user-friendly and highly cost-efﬁcient metering
concept. The Movacolor® is available for both gravimetric
and volumetric applications and can be customized to the
speciﬁcations of your application. Since Movacolor® is a
modular concept, consecutive modiﬁcations and additions
are easy and affordable.

We believe in business partnerships. For us, partnership

We think in solutions. That’s why we provide up to 5 years

means helping you achieve your business goals, optimizing

warranty on our products. That’s why we want to share our

your production efﬁciency by optimizing your color metering

thoughts with you. So let’s talk business.

and dosing systems, and providing the best possible service

Movacolor has distributors worldwide. Call your Movacolor

both in terms of quality and time. And we have the track

distributor. Or call us for the distributor nearest you.

record to prove it.

On the difﬁculty of control …
“Technology is a strange thing.
When you solve one problem,
another one seems to be
triggered. I have a deep
admiration for people who
manage to solve control problems
that cover entire processes.”

Go to www.movacolor.com for the latest developments in color control.

Your Movacolor distributor:

Movacolor B.V. Koperslagersstraat 31 8601 WL Sneek The Netherlands P.O. Box 3016 8600 DA Sneek P +31 (0)515 57 00 20 F +31 (0)515 57 00 21 info@movacolor.com

Technical information &
speciﬁcations
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The dosing principle

Contents

Many applications for additives and colors require low – and

Fig. 1 compares the Movacolor Dosing Cylinder® to a screw.

even more important: repeatable – dosage levels. Either the

A screw-type dosing device will give an irregular output

percentage to be added might be low, or the process just

because of pulsations created by the screw itself, which causes

has a low throughput. Maintaining an accurate, steady and

the colorant to be dosed irregularly into the main material.

repeatable dosing rate at low dosages can be difﬁcult. In some

A Dosing Cylinder® guarantees accurate dosing. The Dosing

cases the process might dictate a low level of master batch, as

Cylinder® works in combination with a stepper motor that

in the case of tinted PET bottles where dosing rates as low as

ensures exact cylinder speed i.e. colorant dosing speed.

0.05% are sometimes required.
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Movacolor has developed a revolutionary dosing device that

With a Dosing Cylinder® and stepper motor you achieve:

ensures a regular and repeatable output, and also creates

- An even dosing rate because peaks and drops associated

a wide range of application options, the Movacolor Dosing

with screw-type dosers are eliminated, depending on the

Cylinder®. From the outside it may look like a screw but, in fact,

material used, of course.

it is a cylinder. It ensures that colorant literally lines up granular
Dosing regrind and masterbatch

...............................

6

by granular before it enters the main stream of material.

The MC-Balance

Particularly with low output, substantial savings on colorants

The MC-30 Auto-Calibrate

are possible when a Dosing Cylinder® is used. See Fig. 1.

Calibrating the MC-18 & MC-12

- Accurate and stable dosing because of the ability of the
stepper motor to maintain a controllable speed within
0.1 rpm.
- Repeatability because of the stepper motor control.
- Versatility to run higher speeds for higher dosages.

Single-Component series, Gravimetric

........................

10

Colorants are expensive. Savings on colorants are often
substantial savings. With its outstanding control of the dosing

Movacolor MC-Balance
Single-Component series, Volumetric

........................

12

process, the Movacolor Dosing Cylinder® does just that!

Movacolor MC-30 Auto-Calibrate
2

Movacolor MC-18 Synchronic

The Dosing Cylinder® and the stepper motor play a signiﬁcant

Movacolor MC-12 Economy

role in the dosing process. The neckpiece, on the other hand,
is of great importance as well in terms of how the colorant
reaches the main material. It is important that the regular

Multi-Component Series,
Gravimetric or combined Volumetric

...........................

18

output is not disturbed anywhere in the process, and dosed
directly into the main stream.

Closed loop MB/Regrind feeder

Automatic Hopper loaders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

Fig 1. Actual dosing pattern of a normal screw-type dosing device versus a Dosing
Cylinder®. Both tests were performed under identical circumstances, using the same

Monitoring modes
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material.
Fig 2. Consistent metering allows the setting point to be lowered. This will ensure
substantially faster return on investment.

Warranty

........................................................

Fast Delivery
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Worldwide service and support

Functionality overview
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Which unit matches your needs?
To ﬁnd out which dosing equipment is most suitable for color

Movacolor developed 4 control systems of which 2 enable fully

control in a particular injection molding or extrusion process,

automatic calibration.

several questions need to be answered ﬁrst. Roughly, there are

1. The fully automatic continuous gravimetric dosing system,

two ways of dosing:
•

Volumetric dosing (adding by volume).

•

Gravimetric dosing (adding by weight).

Both methods have their own speciﬁc advantages.

MC-Balance.
2. The volumetric but fully automatic gravimetrically calibrated
MC-30 auto-calibrate.
3. Fully volumetrically regulated MC-18.
4. Fully volumetrically regulated MC-12.

Volumetric units
Volumetric equipment can be lower in price and dose just

Gravimetric units

as accurately as gravimetric equipment. The operative word

A gravimetric in-line dosing unit is usually more expensive

here is “can”, because the ﬁnancial beneﬁts depend on a

in purchase. However, it also frees the user of any dosing

few factors. Environmental conditions such as build-up and

concerns. In an in-line gravimetric unit, colorant is added by

humidity can alter colorant volume, for instance. This will

weight. Even when environmental conditions alter or granular

affect metering and dosing accuracy. If checked and adjusted

shape changes – as is the case with regrind - the unit will

regularly under well-calibrated conditions, the Dosing Cylinder®

always check the weight and automatically adjust to the

Standard neckpiece

will dose more or less accurately, as required. However, if not

circumstances. Operators no longer need to check the unit

During operation, the virgin material runs from the machine

checked, adjusted and/or calibrated regularly and expertly, cost

regularly. The dosing unit always uses what is necessary.

hopper through the neckpiece into the machine. Inside the

savings will dwindle soon. In time, the unit may start dosing

No expensive colorant is wasted. This substantial reduction

neckpiece the virgin material ﬂow is divided into two streams

irregularly. It will consume expensive colorant and/or affect the

of labor and colorant consumption offers serious ﬁnancial

by the cover plate. In the space below the cover plate, the

quality of the end product.

beneﬁts in terms of return on investment and long-term cost

Fig. 3
1. Neckpiece

2. Dosing cylinder 3. Cover plate 4. Virgin material

MC-Balance + N-St40 neckpiece + quick calibration slide

5. To production machine

of ownership.

rotating cylinder is dosing additive.
Volumetric units need calibrating

4
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Calibrating a metering unit – i.e. setting it up for the correct

Once the dosing method is determined, one has to select a

ﬂow, just before it enters the production machine. This is

output – requires matching the metering mechanism rpm

system.

a great advantage over metering devices that use batch

(gr/sec) to the corresponding output. In most cases,

pre-mixing because pre-mixing can actually cause material

the operator will need to generate and record a dosing

separation. Separation of materials results in an irregular

characteristic or dosing curve of the material. Such dosing

All systems in the market advertise accuracy. But

additive ﬂow into the production machine.

curves show the relationship between the dosing unit rpm and

what does accuracy really mean? Sometimes the

the actual dosing volume at a number of points. Obviously, this

accuracy is proved by statistics that show a large

Additive is added directly into the center of the virgin material

PET neckpiece

is a time-consuming job. Also, it needs to be done at virtually

average of shots. In fact, this is misleading.

PET enters the neckpiece through the inlet pipe. Any

the same conditions as during actual production.

What counts is the accuracy from shot to shot.

overpressure is relieved through the two air vents next to the

To get a correct picture of the practical situation during the

PET inlet pipe. The pressure drop created in the volume around

calibration, the dosing time must be simulated in the case of

All your products need to pass quality control.

the inlet pipe will allow any dust particles to settle before the

injection molding machines. Simple dosing equipment does

The operator knows this and wants to average

air escapes through the air vents.

NOT have this simulation option. It measures the dosing

out color inconsistency (usually produced by

The PET stream is separated around the water-cooled insert

characteristic over a longer period of time and assumes a

using a poor dosing device). He will increase

with a no dead spots design so no material can settle. Mixing

linear characteristic in terms of shot-to-shot dosing accuracy.

the colorant level, which is usually substantially

of the MB with the PET will take place directly under this insert.

Also, the entire process needs to be performed manually – an

above the recommended dosing level. Consistent

The inside of the PET neckpiece is self-cleaning which makes

operation that takes at least more than 5 minutes, sometimes

metering allows a much lower set point – i.e.

color changes substantially faster and easier.

as much as 10.

serious cost reduction.

MC-30 + PET neckpiece. Throughput of main material up to 750 kg/hr

Special neckpieces
Customer-speciﬁc neckpieces will be made on request.
Movacolor has a wide range of mounting set-ups available in

The next step is to determine whether a single-component or

its CAD database.

multi-component dosing unit is required. When you handle
regrind, a multi-component dosing unit is the solution.

MC-30 + PET neckpiece. Throughput of main material up to 2000 kg/hr

Dosing regrind and masterbatch

As one can see, the relation between the amount of regrind

What the operator needs to do

dosed and MB is linear. Consequently, the regrind metering

The operator only needs to set the following on the dosing

Reprocessing plastics can be highly cost-efﬁcient. Such plastics

Dosing regrind

unit also determines the MB dosing amount at the same time.

unit: Color %, part weight, and regrind weight. He then starts

include the so-called sprouts and rejects that were rejected

In terms of process control it is recommended to re-introduce

To regulate the overall mix, it is convenient if the regrind

the system by pressing the start button. That’s all.

because of technical defects. The composition of this valuable

regrind into the process stream in a closed loop. In that case

metering unit knows in advance how much regrind needs to be

material is already 100% correct. After regrind, it can be re-

the regrind needs to be re-circulated to the machine ﬁrst

processed before the MB dose is adjusted. This is done via a

How it works

introduced into the production process. The regrind can be

and ground directly at the machine. When this is done in a

master-slave control in which the regrind metering unit is the

Both gravimetric dosing units will self-regulate after start-up

grinded at the (injection molding) machine itself or at a central

continuous process, the machine parameters can be optimized.

master. In practice, the metering unit(s) will try to achieve the

on the basis of the entered formula (re-introduced regrind

location in the production hall. It is usually recommended to

NOTE: Regrind has a different melting index, which will affect

optimum set point.

ratio). At the start, no regrind will have been produced yet,

add regrind directly into the machine, to prevent the creation

the melting characteristics inside the machine.

The beneﬁts are evident. The virgin/regrind/MB mix will always

i.e. there will be no regrind in the regrind dosing unit. The

of extra – or rather: uncontrolled – material streams in the

be constant, or rather: the control will try to maintain the

digital weighing unit will detect this. It will send a signal to the

plant.

regrind dose at a constant level using very small increments.

control, specifying that the MB dose should be the formula

Virgin

This unique control allows full optimization of the machine

maximum. After a while, the regrind amount will increase. The

Regrind can be re-introduced into the production process in

parameters: The melting index of the material in the cylinder

regrind dosing unit will start dosing; the MB amount will then

2 ways:

will remain virtually constant, which makes this, in fact,

immediately be reduced accordingly.

1. Temporarily switch to 100% regrind.

possible. Another beneﬁt is that no second or third regrind is

Regrind also contains virgin material. The amount of virgin

produced any more – everything will go straight back into the

material will have to be reduced too. This process does

process machine (IMM/EXT). This proprietary technology has

NOT have to be controlled. The virgin material will be added

been patented by Movacolor.

volumetrically through the specially constructed neckpiece.

2. Dosing the regrind and ratio-mixing it with virgin material

Regrind

and masterbatch (MB).

Machine

Color

Temporary switch to 100% regrind
Sufﬁcient regrind is collected to complete a decent production
run. Usually, regular production is stopped and the machine
Regrinder

is restarted with regrind. For this, the parameters of the

Products

(injection molding) machine need to be reset, since the regrind
6

melting index is different from the combination of virgin

Fig.4

7

material and MB. This production will also generate sprouts
and rejects. Such regrind goes through the melting process

What is important here, is that the regrind is fed continuously,

twice. This changes the properties of the plastic, making

and that the MB dosing is adjusted simultaneously. Regrind

2nd – and 3rd, 4th etc. – regrind quite different from virgin

already contains all components, so the regrind dose needs to

material. Generally, suppliers of virgin material recommend

be matched to the amount of MB.

that their material be grinded twice at the most. If these

A simple calculation to explain this:

recommendations are followed, the 3rd regrind must be

50% regrind requires the addition of only half of the original

considered entirely substandard, and be destroyed.

MB; 0% regrind of course requires 100% MB. See Fig. 5.

Fig. 5

MC-Twin with optional virgin material hopper

The MC-Balance

How it works

The MC-30 Auto-Calibrate

The Movacolor MC-Balance® operates fully gravimetrically
The very user-friendly MC-Balance delivers accurate dosing

on the basis of the loss-in-weight principle. The dosing unit

As indicated earlier, calibration of a volumetric dosing unit

standard Ethernet bus (TCP/IP protocol). Once the calibration

rates on the basis of continuous loss-in-weight measurements

is permanently connected to a digital weighing unit with a

is time consuming. All information – all individual weighing

is completed, the weighing unit can be disconnected and the

with closed-loop control of the dosing speed. Color changes

quick-release connection. The weighing unit will always work

results – must either be entered into the unit or manually

dosing unit can be connected. It is an easy and error-free

are quick and easy. The unit does not require time-consuming

accurately even under high-vibration conditions. The control

interpreted. Movacolor invented the MC-30 Auto-Calibrate.

calibration method.

color calibration when materials are changed.

unit has a self-regulating ﬁlter that ensures that weight

This fully automatic calibration method is a Movacolor patent.

information will be interpreted correctly by the control.

It is as simple as it is brilliant.

Set color percentage, part weight, and time. Press the start

The MC-Balance operates on the basis of real loss-in-weight

How it works

order, Movacolor will add one digital weighing unit for free.

button. That’s all.

of the material to be dosed and cannot be inﬂuenced. What is

The MC-30 Auto-Calibrate control unit is TEMPORARILY

Call your Movacolor distributor for the regular sales price.

Operating the MC-Balance is as easy as it gets. It auto-

out, is out. The MC-Balance also features a real-time memory

connected to a digital weighing unit, i.e. color%, shot weight

calibrates and is permanently monitored by the weighing unit.

in which, along with other data, the set amount in relation to

and metering time are entered. The operator then presses

One digital weighing unit can be utilized for all MC-30 Auto-

If necessary, the MC-Balance will adjust the dosing unit rpm

the actually dosed amount can be read for a longer period of

the Start button. This will start an entirely automatic color

Calibrate units in your plant. Of course, good old-fashioned

automatically.

time.

calibration process. The information from the weighing

manual calibration remains possible.

So what’s the price of this digital weighing unit? With the

What the operator needs to do

purchase of ten (10) MC-30 Auto-Calibrate units in a single

unit is stored directly into the control. If required, it can
be transmitted to other MC-30 Auto-Calibrate units via the

8
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1st Step

2nd Step

Place dosing unit at calibrator

Insert dosing unit in neckpiece and

enter production data and

press START to start on spec

press start to start GRAVIMETRIC calibration

Volumetric dosing

Calibration data is automatically stored

Calibrating the MC-18 & MC-12
How it works
Determine the dosing unit rpm entirely manually. This can be
done by drawing up the dosing characteristic manually, or by
recording the relation of the rpm versus the system output in
a chart. With this multipoint chart, it is possible to determine
the rpm that corresponds to the dose amount. This must
be repeated for every dosing setting because the dosing
MC-Balance + optional quick exchangeable calibration slide

conditions and the materials used are usually very different.

Fig. 6

Single-Component series, Gravimetric
Movacolor MC-Balance

Water-cooled ﬂange BH(A) inlet/outlet 50 mm/50 mm, stainless

Injection molding: Start/stop trigger input, potential free

steel ANSI 304.

Memory modes
Production (data logger): up to 2 x 24 hours can be stored.

General

Input signal(s):

Extrusion:

Production memory, up to 1500 machine settings can be stored.

or 0 .. 24 VDC. Input for level sensor.

Water-cooled ﬂange PHA inlet/outlet 100 mm/100 mm,

Start/stop trigger input, potential free

stainless steel ANSI 304.

or 0 .. 24 VDC. Tacho input, 0 .. 30 VDC

Other ﬂange types custom-made on request.

Input for level sensor.

Simplicity and accuracy. These are the two keywords for
the MC-Balance. The advanced, extremely user-friendly and

Output(s):

Accessories

menu-bar guided controls enable you to run the unit by simply

Stepper motor max output 2 Amp or 4 Amp (40 VDC)

Hopper loader type ME; Hopper loader type MV; Mixers;

setting the color percentage.

- Solid State 24 VDC/0.5 A output, for valve hopper loader.

Capacitive sensor, ﬂash light(s), auto machine stop, etc.

The MC-Balance can be used on injection molding machines,

- Solid State 24 VDC/0.5 A output for external warning alarm.

extruders, and blow molders. It always delivers accurate dosing

- Relays for alarm level free programmable.

rates through continues loss-in-weight measurements with

- Relays for alarm level free programmable.

closed-loop control of the dosing speed. Color changes are

All free programmable outputs are capable of driving up to

quick and easy. This unit eliminates time-consuming color

5 Amp 230 VAC/30 VDC.

calibration when materials are changed.
Monitoring/System Information/

Standards and Directives:

Calibration Method/Controls

External Communication

Protection class: IP-50.

The MC-Balance auto-calibrates continuously, eliminating the

128 x 64 full graphic LCD front display with integrated backlight

According to CE standards:

Man/machine interface: Using full language command

EN50081-2 (HF radiation industry).

structure; standard languages, English, German, French,

EN50082-2 (HF immunity industry).

need to calibrate the unit when changing color.

Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Turkish, and Swedish; other
Easy pre-calibration-slide

languages on request.
External communication: PC link using TCP/IP Internet protocol;
optional RS 232 or 485 available.
Alarm: 2 user-programmable alarm levels.
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Output Ranges

MC-Balance + optional a quick exchangeable calibration slide

Dosing system

Dosing capacity
gram/sec

Dosing capacity
Kg/hour

Type GL*

0.02 to

0.4

0.07 to

Type G*

0.2

to

7

0.72 to 25.2

Type A-20*

0.5

to 20

1.8

to 72

Type A-30**

2.0

to 50

7.2

to 180

Note *

Controls

1.44

H2O PET neckpiece for throughput of main material < 2000 kg/hr

measured with granular masterbatch 0.8 kg/dm3

Note ** only available together with high torque (4 Amp) stepper motor

Safety

- Set and actual % setting for injection molding.
- Set and actual % setting for extrusion.

Speciﬁcations/Standards & Directives

- Extrusion control.

Technical data:

- Relay or by tacho standard.

Operating power from 80 VAC to 260 VAC, 50 and 60 Hz by

- Injection molding control:

integrated automatic voltage selector.

• In case of overload due to short-circuit or incorrect
connection, the power supply automatically shuts down.
• Opto insulated start input for connection to production
machine.

- Automatic metering time synchronization.

Power consumed 80 Watt maximum.

- Or by manual timer.

Stepper motor (1.8 degr/step) max 2 Amp or 4 Amp at 40 Volt.

Machine connection ﬂanges

- Manual speed and time setting.

Operating Temperature: -20 to + 70 degr. C.

Standard ﬂange N-St40 with cleaning opening and inlet/outlet

- 4 keyboard lock levels.

Load cell electronics 20 bits A/D resolution with a full digital

Ø 50mm/

- Integrated hopper loader controller.

ﬁltering.

Flange type N-St100 with cleaning opening and inlet/outlet

40mm, steel epoxy coated.

Ø 50mm/ Ø 100mm, steel epoxy coated.
MV hopper loader

Single-Component series, Volumetric
Movacolor MC-30 Auto-Calibrate

Water-cooled ﬂange PHA inlet/outlet 100 mm/100 mm,

Injection molding: Start/stop trigger input, potential free or 0

stainless steel ANSI 304.

Memory modes

.. 24 VDC. Input for level sensor.

Production (data logger): up to 2 x 24 hours can be stored.
General

Input signal(s):

Extrusion:

Other ﬂange types custom-made on request.

Start/stop trigger input, potential free or 0

Production memory, up to 1500 machine settings can be stored.

When used with the optionally available remote gravimetrical

.. 24 VDC. Tacho input, 0 .. 30VDC

Accessories

Input for level sensor.

Hopper loader type ME; Hopper loader type MV; Mixers;
Capacitive sensor, ﬂash light(s), auto machine stop, etc.

calibration stand, manual calibration is no longer required
with the MC-30 Auto-Calibrate. This technology eliminates

Output(s):

complicated guesswork. Calibration results can be stored and

Stepper motor max output 2 Amp or 4 Amp (40 VDC)

easily copied to other MC-30s using a PC laptop with Windows

- Solid State 24 VDC/0.5 A output, for valve hopper loader.

Explorer. The integrated automatic voltage selector ensures

- Solid State 24 VDC/0.5 A output for external warning alarm.

consistent operation even when there are ﬂuctuations in the

- Relays for alarm level free programmable.

power grid. The standard integrated hopper loader controller

- Relays for alarm level free programmable.

enables you to work with Movacolor automatic hopper loaders,

All free programmable outputs are capable of driving up to

ensuring adequate supply of material at all times.

5 Amp 230 VAC/30 VDC.
Monitoring/System Information/

Calibration Method/Controls

External Communication

Standards and Directives:

Use the calibration stand and enter the production data.

128 x 64 full graphic LCD front display with integrated backlight

Protection class: IP-50.

The unit will then automatically self-calibrate (see above) and

Man/machine interface: using full language command structure;

According to CE standards:

provide accurate gravimetrical data to the system to operate.

standard languages, English, German, French, Spanish, Italian,

EN50081-2 (HF radiation industry).

The data is stored automatically.

Portuguese, Turkish, and Swedish; other languages on request.

EN50082-2 (HF immunity industry).
12 liter hopper

External communication: PC link using TCP/IP Internet protocol;
optional RS 232 or 485 available.
Alarm: 2 user-programmable alarm levels.
12
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Output Ranges
Dosing system

Dosing capacity
gram/sec

Dosing capacity
Kg/hour

Type GL*

0.02 to

0.4

0.07 to

Type G*

0.2

to

7

0.72 to 25.2

Type A-20*

0.5

to 20

1.8

to 72

Type A-30**

2.0

to 50

7.2

to 180

Note *

1.44

measured with granular masterbatch 0.8 kg/dm3

Note ** only available together with high torque (4 Amp) stepper motor

Optional gravimetric calibrator

Controls

Speciﬁcations/Standards & Directives

- Set % setting for injection molding.

Technical data:

- Set % setting for extrusion.

Operating power from 80 VAC to 260 VAC, 50 and 60 Hz by

Safety

- Extrusion control.

integrated automatic voltage selector.

• In case of overload due to short-circuit or incorrect

- Relay or by tacho standard.

Power consumed 80 Watt maximum.

- Injection molding control:

Stepper motor (1.8 degr/step) max 2 Amp or 4 Amp at 40 Volt.

- Automatic metering time synchronization.

Operating Temperature: -20 to + 70 degr. C.

connection, the power supply automatically shuts down.
• Opto insulated start input for connection to production
machine.

- Or by manual timer.
- Manual speed and time setting.

Machine connection ﬂanges

- 4 keyboard lock levels.

Standard ﬂange N-St40 with cleaning opening and inlet/outlet

- Integrated hopper loader controller.

Ø 50mm/

40mm, steel epoxy coated.

Flange type N-St100 with cleaning opening and inlet/outlet
Ø 50mm/ Ø 100mm, steel epoxy coated.
Water-cooled ﬂange BH(A) inlet/outlet 50 mm/50 mm, stainless
steel ANSI 304.

MV hopper loader

Movacolor MC-18 Synchronic

Monitoring/System Information/

Standards and Directives:

External communication

Protection class: IP-50.

General

4–piece 7 segments LED at front display.

According to CE standards:

MC-18 controls were designed to set metering speed and

Man/machine interface: keypad.

EN50081-2 (HF radiation industry).

metering time manually. Also, the synchronized tacho mode

External communication: none.

EN50082-2 (HF immunity industry).

can slave the MC-18 to your extruder for automatic speed

Alarm: LED indication, 1 external alarm.

compensation. The integrated automatic voltage selector
ensures consistent operation even when there are ﬂuctuations
in the power grid. The standard integrated hopper loader
controller enables you to work with Movacolor automatic
hopper loaders, ensuring adequate supply of material at all
times. OFF alarm can be generated as an option.

Calibration Method/Controls
The required metering system rpm needs to be tested by

12 liter hopper

manual deduction. When testing off-line the TEST button will
run the unit at the set parameters. The measured value needs
to be re-evaluated with the required set point. When required,
metering speed must be adjusted. This procedure is repeated
until the required set point is achieved.
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Output Ranges
Dosing system

Dosing capacity
gram/sec

Dosing capacity
Kg/hour

Type GL*

0.02 to

0.4

0.07 to

Type G*

0.2

to

7

0.72 to 25.2

Type A-20*

0.5

to 20

1.8

to 72

Type A-30**

2.0

to 50

7.2

to 180

Note *

1.44

measured with granular masterbatch 0.8 kg/dm3

Safety
• In case of overload due to short-circuit or incorrect

15

connection, the power supply automatically shuts down.
• Opto insulated start input for connection to production
machine.

Note ** only available together with high torque (4 Amp) stepper motor

Machine connection ﬂanges
Standard ﬂange N-St40 with cleaning opening and inlet/outlet
Speciﬁcations/Standards & Directives

Ø 50mm/

Technical data:

Flange type N-St100 with cleaning opening and inlet/outlet

Operating power from 80 VAC to 260 VAC, 50 and 60 Hz by

Ø 50mm/ Ø 100mm, steel epoxy coated.

integrated automatic voltage selector.

Water-cooled ﬂange BH(A) inlet/outlet 50 mm/50 mm, stainless

Power consumed 80 Watt maximum.

steel ANSI 304.

Controls

Stepper motor (1.8 degr/step) max 2 Amp or 4 Amp at 40 Volt.

Water-cooled ﬂange PHA inlet/outlet 100 mm/100 mm,

Speed: Manual setting from 0 to 200 rpm max, in increments

Operating Temperature: -20 to + 70 degr. C.

stainless steel ANSI 304.

of 0.1 rpm.
Time:

H2O PET neckpiece for throughput of main material < 2000 kg/hr

Other ﬂange types custom-made on request.

Manual setting from 0 to 999 sec in increments of

Input signal(s):

0.1 sec.

Injection molding: Start/stop trigger input, potential free or

Voltage setting of tacho-voltage: auto-detect.
Keyboard lock: 1 level.

40mm, steel epoxy coated.

Extrusion:

Integrated hopper loader controller.

Accessories

0 .. 24 VDC. Input for level sensor.

Hopper loader type ME; Hopper loader type MV, Mixers;

Start/stop trigger input, potential free or

Cap sensor, alarm ﬂash light(s).

0 .. 24 VDC. Tacho input, 0 .. 30VDC.
Input for level sensor.

Output(s):
- Stepper motor max output 2 Amp or 4 Amp (40 VDC).
- Solid state 24 VDC/0.5 A output for valve hopper loader.
- Solid state 24 VDC/0.5 A output for external warning alarm.

MV hopper loader

Movacolor MC-12 Economy

Output Ranges

Machine connection ﬂanges
Standard ﬂange N-St40 with cleaning opening and inlet/outlet

General
MC-12 controls were designed to set metering speed and
metering time manually. The unit also works in relay mode for
extrusion applications. Unlike the MC-18 the MC-12 features
manual voltage adjustment in combination with a standard

Dosing system

Dosing capacity
gram/sec

Dosing capacity
Kg/hour

Type GL*

0.02 to

0.4

0.07 to

Type G*

0.2

7

0.72 to 25.2

Note *

to

1.44

measured with granular masterbatch 0.8 kg/dm3

Ø 50mm/

40mm, steel epoxy coated.

Flange type N-St100 with cleaning opening and inlet/outlet
Ø 50mm/ Ø 100mm, steel epoxy coated.
Water-cooled ﬂange BH(A) inlet/outlet 50 mm/50 mm, stainless
steel ANSI 304.
Water-cooled ﬂange PHA inlet/outlet 100 mm/100 mm,

115/230 VAC transformer.
Speciﬁcations/Standards & Directives

stainless steel ANSI 304.

Calibration Method/Controls

Technical data:

Other ﬂange types custom-made on request.

The required metering system rpm needs to be tested by

Manual mains power selector 110/230 VAC 50 – 60 Hz.

manual deduction. When testing off-line the TEST button will

Power consumed 50 Watt.

run the unit at the set parameters. The measured value needs

Stepper motor (1.8 degr/step) max 2 Amp at 40 Volt.

12 liter hopper, H2O PET neckpiece for throughput

to be re-evaluated with the required set point. When required,

Operating Temperature: -20 to + 70 degr. C.

of main material < 2000 kg/hr.

Accessories

metering speed must be adjusted. This procedure is repeated
until the required set point is achieved.

Input signal(s):
Injection molding: Start/stop trigger input, potential free or
0 -24 VDC.
Extrusion:

Start/stop trigger input, potential free or
0 -24 VDC.

Output(s):
- Stepper motor max output 2 A (40 VDC).

Standards and Directives:

16
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Protection class: IP -50.
According to CE standards:
EN50081-2 (HF radiation industry).
EN50082-2 (HF immunity industry).

12 liter hopper

Controls
Speed: Manual setting from 0 to 200 rpm max, in increments
of 0.1 rpm.
Time:

Manual setting from 0 to 999 sec in increments of
0.1 sec.

Keyboard lock: 1 level.

Monitoring/System Information/
External communication
4–piece 7 segments LED at front display.
Man/machine interface: keypad.
External communication: none.
Alarm: LED indication.

H2O PET neckpiece for throughput of main material < 2000 kg/hr

Safety
• In case of overload due to short-circuit or incorrect
connection, the power supply automatically shuts down.
• Opto insulated start input for connection to production
machine.

Multi-Component Series,

Gravimetric or combined Volumetric

Closed loop MB/Regrind feeder

Water-cooled ﬂange PHA inlet/outlet 100 mm/100mm, stainless

Injection molding: Start/stop trigger input, potential free or

steel ANSI 304.

Memory modes

0 .. 24 VDC. Input for level sensor.

Production (data logger): up to 2 x 24 hours can be stored.
General

Input signal(s):

Extrusion:

Other ﬂange types custom-made on request.

Start/stop trigger input, potential free or

Production memory, up to 1500 machine settings can be stored.

0 .. 24 VDC.

Accessories

If you are re-introducing regrind into the production process,

Tacho input, 0 .. 30 VDC.

Hopper loader type ME; Hopper loader type MV; Mixers;

either in closed loop or batchwise, the Movacolor Multi-

Input for level sensor.

Capacitive sensor, ﬂash light(s), auto machine stop, etc.

Component Series is the best and most accurate metering
and dosing solution available in the market today for injection

Output(s):

molding or extrusion applications. This series offers a range of

- 2 x Solid State 24 VDC/0.5 A output, for valve hopper loader.

(combined) options that can be integrated into your system,

- 2 x Solid State 24 VDC/0.5 A output for external warning alarm.

from the semi-gravimetrical Auto-Calibrate to full gravimetrical

- 2 x Relays output for alarm level free programmable.

(loss in weight) modes of the dosing units.

- 2 x relays output for alarm level free programmable.
All free programmable outputs are capable of driving up to

Regrind and masterbatch are dosed together and inline.

Monitoring/System Information/

This means that there is NO chance of any de-mixing.

External Communication

The masterbatch quantities will be ratio-corrected on the

128 x 64 full graphic LCD front display with integrated backlight.

Standards and Directives:

basis of the dosed regrind. This technology is proprietary to

Man/machine interface: using full language command

Protection class: IP -50.

Movacolor. The color – or rather: the amount of colorant – is

structure; standard languages, English, German, French,

According to CE standards:

continuously controlled and regulated by the two dosing units.

Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Turkish, and Swedish; other

EN50081-2 (HF radiation industry).

Virgin material is automatically synchro-mixed with the regrind

languages on request.

EN50082-2 (HF immunity industry).

and masterbatch in the specially designed machine neckpiece.

External communication: PC link using TCP/IP Internet protocol;

5 Amp 230 VAC/30 VDC.

Multi Component System with optional 12 liter hopper

optional RS 232 or 485 available.
Calibration Method/Controls
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Alarm: 4 user-programmable alarm levels.

The unit auto-calibrates continuously, eliminating the need to
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calibrate the unit when changing color or regrind.
If a setup is chosen with (partly) volumetric controls the

Output Ranges

calibration tool can be applied.
Dosing system

Dosing capacity
gram/sec

Dosing capacity
Kg/hour

Type GL*

0.02 to

0.4

0.07 to

Type G*

0.2

to

7

0.72 to 25.2

Type A-20*

0.5

to 20

1.8

to 72

Type A-30**

2.0

to 50

7.2

to 180

Note *

1.44
MV Hopper loader

measured with granular masterbatch 0.8 kg/dm3

Note ** only available together with high torque (4 Amp) stepper motor

Speciﬁcations/Standards & Directives
Technical data:

MC-Twin with optional virgin material hopper

Operating power from 80VAC to 260 VAC, 50 and 60 Hz by

Safety

integrated automatic voltage selector.

• In case of overload due to short-circuit or incorrect

Controls

Power consumed 160 Watt maximum.

- Set and actual % setting for injection molding.

2 x stepper motor (1.8 degr/step) max 2 Amp or 4 Amp at

- Set and actual % setting for extrusion.

40 Volt.

- Extrusion control.

Operating temperature: -20 to + 70 degr. C.

- Relay or by tacho standard.

Load cell electronics 20 bits A/D resolution with a full digital

Machine connection ﬂanges

- Injection molding control:

ﬁltering.

Standard ﬂange N-St40 with cleaning opening and inlet/outlet

connection, the power supply automatically shuts down.
• Opto insulated start input for connection to production
machine.

- Automatic metering time synchronization.

Ø 50mm/

- Or by manual timer.

Flange type N-St100 with cleaning opening and inlet/outlet

- Manual speed and time setting.

Ø 50mm/ Ø 100mm, steel epoxy coated.

- 4 keyboard lock levels.

Water-cooled ﬂange BH(A) inlet/outlet 50 mm/50 mm, stainless

- Integrated hopper loader controller.

steel ANSI 304.

40mm, steel epoxy coated.

Automatic Hopper Loaders

Monitoring modes

Movacolor dosing units are capable of handling a variety of dry

How the ME system works

Control requires options to monitor proper operation of the

materials. Two different ﬁlling systems are available depending

The ME system blows the material from the bag, drum or

equipment and correct use by the operators. It is, for instance,

on the properties of the material.

container to the hopper of the dosing unit. The hopper lid of

essential that all production errors or production changes can

• The Movacolor Ejector (ME) system for dust-free or nearly

the housing has a simple and easy-to-clean dust ﬁlter to keep

be traced.

any dust particles in the hopper.

dust-free materials.
• The Movacolor Vacuum (MV) system for materials that are

Movacolor provides insight into the correct operation of its
The system is triggered by a low-level sensor mounted in

products at three levels:

the hopper of the dosing unit. The sensor also generates a

• Data storage in the dosing unit.

The ME and the MV systems are both driven by low-pressure

low-level alarm, when the system is used in combination with

• Data logging via the dosing unit and a PC.

compressed air and mounted directly on top of the hopper lid

a volumetric dosing device. When the system is used with a

• Management information system via a PC.

of the Movacolor dosing unit. The MC-18, MC-30 and

gravimetric system, the digital weighing unit will provide the

MC-Balance controllers all control operation of the ME and

adjustable trigger signal.

NOT entirely dust-free.

Dosing unit

MV systems.

The MC-30, MC-Balance and Multi-Component systems have an
How the MV system works

option to communicate performance status.

All parts are aluminum or stainless steel and are virtually

The MV system uses a 3-stage vacuum generator driven by

These systems permanently store essential information into

maintenance-free. Only the ﬁlter needs to be cleaned

compressed air to create a vacuum that draws the material

their internal memory. Part of this information can be user-

periodically. To increase reliability and safety, there are no

into a chamber that closes. Once the chamber is ﬁlled with

deﬁned. The information is stored in a data buffer in a list that

MC-LAN management information system

moving parts except for the pneumatically operated closing

material, the cone that closed the chamber will open and the

always provides the data for the most recent period.

Movacolor has developed a LAN system to connect several

valve of the MV system.

material will be discharged into the hopper.

Movacolor dosing units to one data collection system.

The system is equipped with a superior ﬁlter to ensure that

This system enables simultaneous data-logging of all units

the ﬁnest particles (> 5 micron) stay in the system and are not

connected to the system, and to exchange data between the

released into the atmosphere. This makes the MV system the

units.

most practical and user-friendly system for both powders and

The system also provides management information on the

granules.

consumption of the individual dosing units, and about the
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productivity of the plastics production machines connected.
The dosing units record every start and stop, production speed,
cycle times, etc.

The data are displayed in well-organized icons, graphs and
tables.

Data log system via PC
When an operating MC-30, Balance or Multi-Component system
is connected to a PC that uses Windows XP, the browser allows
permanent monitoring of the MC-30. The system also allows
data uploading and downloading.
Users can enter the data buffer of the equipment and
download the latest production data. These can be imported
into a spreadsheet and interpreted by the user. If the PC is
permanently connected, the PC will serve as a data logger, as
the storage capacity of the equipment is limited.

ME Hopper loader

MV Hopper loader
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Warranty
Movacolor products are designed and manufactured with the

Functionality overview
Functions

MC-12 Economy

MC-18 Synchronic

greatest care. Movacolor believes in its products and backs
them up.

Volumetric

Volumetric

All Movacolor equipment comes with a standard 2-year

charge.

Fast Delivery
Movacolor has designed its equipment on the basis of the
construction box principle. This enables Movacolor to keep its
delivery times short. As a general rule, all standard equipment
will be delivered within two working weeks. In speciﬁc cases,
next-day delivery** is possible for orders booked before
11.00 hrs (GMT). Delivery times for custom-made equipment
and parts in consultation with the customer.

Manual

Worldwide service and
support
Movacolor has developed its products with durability in
mind. Similarly, Movacolor believes in long-term business

Regrind

Volumetric + optional

Gravimetric, Loss in

Gravimetric/Volumetric

gravimetric calibration

weight

Loss in weight

Manual

Gravimetric self-learning

Full gravimetric or

Full gravimetric or

or manual

manual

manual

Control functions
Speed setting

Manual

Manual

Automatic or Manual

Automatic or Manual

Automatic or Manual

Time setting

Manual

Manual

Automatic or Manual

Automatic or Manual

Automatic or Manual

X

X

X

X

X

X

% additive setting for injection molding

X

X

X

% additive setting for extrusion

X

X

X

Automatic metering speed synchronization
Extruder “Tacho” mode

X

Additive calibration mode
Production memory
Production data memory
External communication Ethernet
External communication RS-232/485
Keyboard lock

1 level

Integrated hopper loader controller
22

Closed loop MB/

tool
Calibration method

If the equipment is registered at the Central User Register,
Movacolor will extend this warranty* to ﬁve (5) years, free of

MC-Balance

Calibrate
Operation principle

warranty* on materials and workmanship.

MC-30 Auto-

X

X

X

1500 Machine settings

1500 Machine settings

1500 Machine settings

2 x 24 hours

2 x 24 hours

2 x 24 hours

X

X

X

O

O

O

1 level

4 levels

4 levels

4 levels

X

X

X

X
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Material/Output range
Micro granulate or free ﬂowing powders

X

X

X

X

X

GL-system 0.02 to 0.4 gr/sec*

X

X

X

X

X

G-system 0.2 to 7.0 gr/sec*

X

X

X

X

X

A-20 system 0.5 to 20.0 gr/sec*

X

X

X

X

A-30 system 2.0 to 50.0 gr/sec**

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

relationships with its customers.
Parts
We have a widespread global network. In more than 50
countries we provide service and support to our customers.
See www.movacolor.com for the distributor nearest you or
contact our Service Department.

Stepping motor

X

Stepper motor high-torque output
Control cabinet LED screen 4 digits

X

X

Control cabinet LCD screen display
Neckpiece multi-user

O

O

O

O

Hopper 6-liter

X

X

X

X

X

Hopper 12-liter

O

O

O

O

O

Level sensor input

X

X

X

X

Alarm output

X

X

X

X

Extra output

X

X

X

Free programmable output 2 x

X

X

X

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Optional parts
Hopper loader for normal pellets
Hopper loader for powder and pellets
Machine ﬂange for PET H2O cooled
Note *

Warranty terms and conditions have been ﬁled at the Chamber of

Machine ﬂange multi user type(s)

O

Commerce in Leeuwarden, the Netherlands under nr. 36038392 .
They will be sent to you on request.
Note **

Next-day deliveries come at a surcharge.

X = standard O = optional
* = material-dependant; speciﬁed output measured using masterbatch granulate (bulk density of 0.81 kg/dm3)
** = only available together with high torque (4 Amp) stepper motor
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